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HEALTH TO PEOPLE – HEALTH TO ANIMALS – HEALTH TO ENVIRONMENTS
_______________________________________________________________________________________

FIELD-MISSION TECHNICAL REPORT: OH – EDUCATION AND VISUAL PERCEPTION ISSUES
By the author: This report draws from the daily field-notes1 derived from a collective exercise of discussion, sharing and
capacity building in North Horr. Acknowledgments are due to (in alphabetical order): Guyo Hama, Kame Wato Kofo,
Abdikadir Guto Kurewa, Abdirizak Mohammed, Alberto Salza, Talaso Shamo, Isako Sori, assisted by the driver Boru. All
imprecisions and mistakes are to be attributed to Gabriella Comberti (hereafter the author), who thanks all teachers,
students and health personnel inside the project area for their responsiveness, patience and accuracy in providing
information.2

Project title:

“ONE HEALTH: Multidisciplinary approach to promote the health and
resilience of pastoralists’ communities in Northern Kenya”

Time-span of mission: from October 04 to November 10, 2018
Focal locality of mission: North Horr and satellite settlements, Marsabit County, Kenya

The author (centre) and the Anthropology-Ecology Team near Eel Hadi (courtesy by Kurewa)
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A day-by-day document titled “North Horr Field Notes AET” is available c/o the Kenya Desk Office of CCM: it contains
all the fine details and considerations gathered and elaborated during the Anthropology-Ecology and Education field
mission of October-November 2018.
2
For combined access and uniformity to consultation, this report keeps the same format of the one about the
Anthropology-Ecology field-mission; see Salza A (ed.), Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. One-Health Seeking Behaviours among
Pastoralists in a Semi-arid Land, Technical report, CCM, Turin 2019.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The One Health (OH) approach builds on an entangled interface Human-Animal-Environment, concerning
the health status of the three domains, not independently tackled. This concept is not well interiorised by
scientists who keep reductionism as their core education system. Therefore education to a transdisciplinary
methodology is important to build OH competences (see par. 1.1). To apply this in the pastoral
environment of the OH, research about education was considered useful.
One Health is better understood when visual metaphors are used. To make sense, though, signs must be
space-oriented, inserted into a cultural context, referable to a set of values and related to language and
meaning (see Introduction). Imagery production and perception became the baselines for the interface
OH/community. We started from schools, a reservoir of potential initiators and facilitators for the project.
An Education expert (unpaid volunteer) was then attached to the Anthropology-Environment field-mission
of October – November 2018 (Ch. 1); the expert (hereafter ‘the author’) managed to visit all the 7 main
localities of the project area (PA) in 40 days, but concentrated her effort in the North Horr location. A
general outline of the Kenyan educational system about science – where OH must focus – was then
scrutinised, and science competences of teachers and students discussed collectively with some local
education operators (Ch. 2). Finally, a multiple exercise about ‘One Health – Water Cycle – Living/Non-living
Environment – Water & Disease’ was carried out in North Horr Primary, with 61 students (par. 2.3). A side
effect of this exercise was the local production of OH logos (par. 3.3), that gave indications about the
relativistic perception of the OH domains when represented by pastoralists (par. 3.1 and 3.2, derived by the
author from the field) and the indication that North Horr students, like all children, draw what they think,
not what they see. Unfortunately, due to ongoing final exam procedures, the schools in the PA were closed
just after the exercise, preventing the Education mission to extend the activity to other schools.
As a side study about perception, the Education mission analysed the power of images and the images of
power inside domains relevant to the OH project: science textbooks and info cards at the Health facilities
inside the PA (CH. 3). The results were not encouraging: in both cases, images are inadequate to the local
context and irrelevant for the pastoralists’ perceptions, if not utterly misleading. In formation activities, the
author recommends the maximum attention to perceptual biases both in trainers and in trainees.
Besides local education authorities and teachers, this report is of use for the project management,
massively involved in training activities. It can also be tapped for some practical indications like:






Enhance the local youth potential by involving students and degree holders (30 in North Horr only) in the OH
project activities, upgrading their knowledge and granting them a chance to use their competences in the
community. This might be fulfilled by the use of youth associations (peer-to-peer social education), while
Environment clubs in primary schools can be tools to monitor weather events and early warning systems for
droughts, floods, bushfires, and so on.
Draft a One Health Wordbook with key-words used by the community about human, animal and
environmental health; its production is going to be accomplished by local planning and printing; eventually,
after the data-processing by all project components, it shall lead to the design and implementation of the
best media (flashcards, manuals, booklets, photographs, drawings, audio-visuals, experiments etc.) to
disseminate the gathered One Health information, processed data and conclusions.
Being communication topic of the utmost importance, prepare short informative packages in the form of oral
stories, each dealing with specific aspects of the scientific knowledge we intend to convey about the health of
people, livestock and environment. These oral packages of information must be written with the help of the
referral communities and narrated with appropriate expressions, following local lore and semantics. An audio
tape-recorder might be of help; by that, mobile phone audio SMS in local languages could be broadcasted
and shared in a pastoralists’ rudimental social network, amplified by the OH project platform implemented by
TriM about weather and environment. This operation is much less costly and more efficient than written
materials and colourful illustrations, who might be utterly neglected out of illiteracy or misunderstanding in
visual perception, respectively.

Following the report title, the author reminds all OH actors that the world of images is a hard place to travel
to if you do not know how to draw, just because there are no drawings in your cultural landscape.
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INTRODUCTION
Do you know how to draw? The question is simple – we all say yes, even if up to various degrees of ability –
but the background of the answer is complex and culturally determined. Do not take for granted the
capacity to transform lines and colours into meaning. Drawing a line on whatever surface (sand, rock-face,
cloth, papyrus, a sheet of paper) was a huge quantum leap in comprehension: your hand, holding an
instrument (prehensile function), has literally to ‘catch’ not reality – under the control of vision – but how
you imagine reality is – under the control of the mind.3 Welcome in the world of images, a hard place to
travel to if you do not know how to draw, just because there are no signs in your cultural landscape.
The Gabra pastoralists, the main actors of the One Health project in Northern Kenya, move in a desolate,
monochromatic wasteland of sand, rocks, whirlwinds and mirages (photo 1). For them it is the most
wonderful place in the world, where to tirelessly lead dromedaries and flocks of sheep and goats across the
desert, in search of meagre pastures. Enough to live, both for livestock and people, but no place for art.
Our Species, Homo sapiens, is a product of virtual reality 1.0 since 200,000 years ago, with African origins.
We are aware of the 2.0 version, needing funny goggles, complex hardware and sophisticated software. We
are fascinated and (wrongly) scared by its potential, but nothing can compare with the brain-produced
images that our African ancestors had to tackle when reality was transformed into thoughts (virtual in
themselves) and signs (unreal meaning on real things).4 To deal with this virtuality, Homo sapiens had to
insert an invention into the reality of the world: representation. Representation includes both somatic and
extra-somatic modes of acquiring, preserving and manipulating perception and knowledge. Somatic
representation is visual perception, while extra-somatic representation, according to art historians and
semioticians, is reserved to image-making.5 An image refers to its object iconically, i.e. non-arbitrarily.
Because images are embedded in thick cultural systems, the misunderstanding in image-reading is the
implicit danger of representation, as we shall explore further (see 3.2).
The world of the Gabra lacks naturalistic representation and colours; it is so dull that men’s clothes used to
be totally kaolin-whitish. If we exclude geometric patterns on milk/water containers (made by women) and
some artefacts like wooden camel-bells (made by men), no drawings are marking a cultural panorama
where there is no room for pleasantries. In Gabraland it is even rare to see brands (guba) on livestock skins,
only sometimes on their ears. This is peculiar, in an area where the Turkana pastoralists, by means of a
complex ‘animal-skin iconography’, create their own identity and that of their animals by imposing marks
(ngimacarin) on their bodies.6 This creates a ‘walking symbolic system’, made out of drawn lines, that
accompanies the Turkana nomad, but not the Gabra herder. The latter looks like dried up to the limit of
his/her necessities for survival. Indeed the material culture of a nomad loading his/her camel or a donkey in
an arid land is controlled by three limiting factors: weight, volume, versatility. All pastoralists’ techniques,
therefore, tend to reduce weight and volume and to enhance the versatility of objects. A Gabra nomad is
the epitome of behavioural flexibility and reduction of objects to a minimum, the fashionable ‘downsizing’
of today’s illuminated Western world. The redundancy of drawing something that is already visible in the
‘reality spectrum’ might be unnecessary to pastoralists.
In this mental (cultural perspective) and physical (visual perception) environment, everything is so
downsized that the position of a simple hat on the head of a Gabra elder (d’abeela) may have the iconic
power to separate good from evil, a blessing from a curse. This deals with the symbolic universe of Gabra
pastoralists, where sign positions and movements are more connected to their mobile space-time than to
what we nonchalantly perceive in fixed images. A simple sign on a white turban (the seam) changes
meaning with rotation.
The cylindrical headgear (duubo) of Gabra elders (‘holy wise men’) is the symbol of their authority: they get
it during the ceremony Jila Galani (‘returning home’, a holy pilgrimage to a fixed sacred place, the origin of
3

McGinn C, Prehension. The Hand and the Emergence of Humanity, MIT Press, Cambridge (Ms), 2015.
Salza A, “The African Triangle. Image making and the imaginal world in tropical and equatorial Africa”, in Janot F
(ed.), Nuances africaines, PUN – Éditions Universitaires de Lorraine, Nancy 2018; p. 239.
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Schapiro M, “On some problems in the semiotics of visual art: Field and vehicle in image-signs”, in Greimas AJ,
Jakobson R et al. (eds.), Sign, Language, Culture, The Hague 1970; pp. 487-502.
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In the introduction to Barret AJ, Turkana Iconography. Desert Nomads and Their Symbols, Kijabe Press, Kijabe 1997.
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each Gabra group). Performed every 7 years (or multiple), this ritual involves all men, who make a status
transition into one of the 4 grades of the luba generation-set system.7 So, the elders’ white hats get power
from complex preparations and the use of materials, from baddo hand-woven cotton cloth (humanity) to
special grass (environment), from milk (livestock) to powdered kaolin (minerals). Only the d’abeela may
wear the duubo, and with respect: it cannot be put on the ground and its wearer cannot cross a river with
water, otherwise he shall be swept away (protection for the precious old people).
Now we get to the point: the seam (d’ed’etu) – closing the cloth band of the hat – has an immaterial value.
When positioned on the left side of the d’abeela’s head, it is a blessing, a sanctuary: if a person is
threatened, he/she touches the seam and consequently cannot be harmed. On the other hand, when a
d’abeela is really angered or offended, he deliberately positions the seam on the front. By this minor action
the seam may become a visible and tangible ‘evil eye’: whomever the seam is pointed against is doomed
for ever (fig. 1).

Figure 1: Gabra elder’s hat: if positioned laterally (left) is a blessing; if in front (right) a curse 8

To make sense, signs must be space-oriented, inserted into a definite cultural context, referable to a set of
values and related to language and meaning. The seam of the Gabra hat is a simple sign on a common
object, something you put on your head: if turned by 90° it becomes a marker for life or death. For
pastoralists, simple signs on objects carry a meaning and an agency: the ignorant onlooker may be in peril.
This is still valid nowadays: Talaso (‘Tuesday’)9 Shamo, a young woman, 21 years old, educated, interpreter
and assistant throughout the OH mission, looked scared when the project’s anthropologist showed her a
menacing sign of rotation on his head.

Photo 1: Featureless and colourless Chalbi before North Horr, with mirages (courtesy by Abdikadir Kurewa)
7

Legesse A, Gada: Three Approaches to the Study of African Society, Free Press, New York 1973; see also Tablino P,
The Gabra. Camel Nomads of Northern Kenya; Paulines Pub. Africa, Limuru 1999; p. 312.
8
Drawing by Victoria Musci, modified from Tablino P (1999), op. cit.; pp. 258 and 288; this introduction uses info from
the same source and from Salza A (2018), op. cit., pp. 237-238.
9
The Gabra give new-born babies the name of particular events at birth, of physical characteristics or simply the name
of the day; the second name is the patronym. For details and a list of translated names, see Tablino P, op. cit.,
Appendix 1g; pp. 366-375.
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Chapter 1 – LEARN YOUR LESSONS
1.1 – ONE HEALTH COMPETENCE
Emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases occur with regularity, and a substantial majority of these are
zoonotic in origin, i.e. transmissible from animals to humans. Developing preparedness is complicated by a
number of reasons, one of them being the difficulties of establishing reliable communications between
public health and veterinary health agencies, not to speak about the environment and culture sectors, still
in the shade for what epidemiology is concerned.10 Both natural habitats and those environments that are
managed by humans – like the pastoral domain – are habitats in which pathogens can emerge, circulate,
change dynamics, and sometimes cross-host species.11 Recognition of the interrelatedness of the respective
health domains and of the risks that zoonotic diseases represent to public health has led to appeals for
more horizontal interaction among the disciplines and the sector agencies that are responsible for medical
professions, veterinary services, and the environment. This eventually led to the One Health paradigm.
One Health (OH), although, should use a transdisciplinary methodology more than a “multidisciplinary
approach” of the OH project title. As the U.S. National Academy of Medicine states:
An important step toward advancing such a strategy would be to apply consistent One Health core competencies
in education. Lessons learned from infectious disease outbreaks in recent years have illustrated that training
professionals in the OH arena has the potential to improve epidemic and pandemic preparedness.12

To make OH positively operational, future professionals should be educated both in disciplines that are
fully represented in OH programmes (human and animal epidemiology, via an excessively narrow focus on
zoonosis), as well as disciplines that are currently not well represented (antimicrobial resistance,
anthropology, law, ecology, biology and natural sciences). For instance, we should discuss disease
management in the context of various drivers of disease, like the biological, environmental and
socioeconomic ones (among others), in order to explore the range of species and environments that affect
disease transmission, including insects, plants, food, water.13 And people.
This implies a global strategy towards the education of both specialists in epidemiology, veterinary science,
ecology, hydrology, anthropology, etc., and local authorities and personnel involved in health-systems for
people, animals and environments. The educational process, by definition top-down, should be harmonised
with a bottom-up counter-pathway, inserting the referral population unit – in our case the pastoralist’s
household – inside the One Health training modules.
1.2 – PROJECT BACKGROUND CONCERNING EDUCATION AND FORMATION
As partners, CCM, VSF-G, TriM and DIST are implementing a One Health (OH) project in the surroundings of
North Horr, Kenya. The project area (PA, see map 1) involves a population – almost entirely belonging to the
Gabra community – that is strictly connected to the pastoral economy. 14 This eco-cultural feature implies
high mobility over the territory. Consequently, the youth show low schooling-attendance levels, while
adults are prone to poor health-seeking behaviours. There are sound reasons for both: notwithstanding the
fact that in Kenya primary schooling is compulsory, the younger herders are often forced evading their
10

Full discussion in Trostle JA, Epidemiology and Culture, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2005.
AA VV, People, Pathogens, and Our Planet. Vol. 1: Towards a One Health Approach for Controlling Zoonotic Diseases,
World Bank, Report No. 50833-GLB, Washington DC 2010; p. ix.
12
Togami E et al., “Core Competencies in One Health Education: What Are We Missing?”, NAM.edu/Perspectives,
National Academy of Medicine, Washington, June 2018; p. 1.
13
Borer ET et al., “Bridging taxonomic and disciplinary divides in infectious disease”, EcoHealth, Vol. 8 (3) 2011; pp.
261-267.
14
The author thanks Alberto Salza for his assistance in anthropology and ecology matters in this report; for more
anthropologic and environmental issues of the field-mission, see Salza A (ed.), Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. One-Health
Seeking Behaviours among Pastoralists in a Semi-arid Land, Technical report, CCM, Turin 2019.
11
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obligation, just because they are necessary in tending shoats; in the meantime, adult men and women
travel far with dromedaries in their typical long-range transhumance, caused by resource rarefaction and
erratic rains. Women may temporarily settle near centres with health and/or education services, but
usually only the very young children remain with them.

Map 1: One Health Project Area and catchment areas of 7 main health facilities (by DIST)

In the project area the situation is rapidly changing, though. At Eel Beso, northwest of North Horr, Shuka
(‘Beloved’) Abudho, very cooperative and showing no embarrassment, said: “I am mother to seven
children, two girls and five boys. I enrolled all of them at school, but the fourth-born remained with us to
tend our livestock”. Mentioning only the ones visited during our field mission, schools are nowadays
diffused all over the PA, not only in and around North Horr town and the main centres (in Dukana we even
saw a secondary school, while in Eel Hadi and Balesa, October 18, we did not deal with the education
issue), but also in small settlements like Eel Isaako Malla (primary, October 10), Barambate (primary,
October 10), Eel Beso (primary, October 22), Eel Rage and Eel Gade (both primaries, October 19), without
citing pre-schools (once ‘nurseries’), where some writing and reading abilities are taught throughout the PA.
Most schools are both boarding and non-residential, while gender separation is of concern throughout
Kenya at secondary school level, e.g. at North Horr, Dukana and Kalacha in the PA.
The increase of motor vehicles (above all motorbikes), changed mobility patterns in the PA, while an
extended network modified completely the communications among pastoralists and settled communities:
almost every household has a cell-phone, by which it is possible to keep in touch with services (health,
education, information, trade) and distant family members, like boarding students. The situation was
confirmed at Kanacho, October 15, where Adano (‘Friday’) Guyo, responsible leader (aba, ‘father’) to 57
households, said: “I’ve been living in this area eleven good years. Now it is different: every household has a
phone. The network is patchy, but good inside our olla.15 We locally recharge the batteries by solar power
or we do it in North Horr”.
This modernisation process, involving both material goods (e.g., alien food and beverages, tools, transport,
cloth, cash economy and trade), immaterial concepts (e.g., social bonds, gender biases, movement
15

Olla, wrongly translated as ‘village’, indicates a group of domed huts (from 2 to 30), in the same place, being not
necessarily permanent: movements of the whole olla may be monthly, but sometimes the sparse settlement stays still
for years, like in the reported case.
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patterns), and services (e.g., water, health, education, information) goes against prejudices by the same
local authorities, as exemplified by the Government-appointed chief of Dukana, Mr. Tuye (October 16),
who sadly stated: “Gabra pastoralists [a localised generalisation] are almost unteachable as they cannot
take in new knowledge easily. They cannot therefore change their behaviour as required by development
partners. Their change is going to be gradual”.
1.3 – BEFORE THE MISSION
Owing to the fact that the One Health project is highly characterised by formation activities and training
inside local communities, the OH project management decided to implement an operational research fieldmission about scientific knowledge and visual perception of pastoralists, plus some on-site didactic
activities about the concept of health in general and One Health in particular. The author, as an Education
Expert, volunteer,16 in order to achieve info about the context and easier insertion into the community, was
attached to the Anthropology-Ecology mission with the goal to probe the potential human cognitive
responses in the complex system Population-Project-Health (One Health approach).
This overall goal implied separate directions of research inside two training/learning domains, with specific
drivers and issues:
1.
2.

Schools (scientific competence, visual perception, social involvement, dissemination potential)
Health Facilities (cultural competence, visual/oral transmission, communication ability, personal willingness)

Chapter 2 is going to deal with the school-world met during the mission, while Chapter 3 shall tackle the
visual information utilised by teachers in their activities, by science textbooks and by the personnel of the
health facilities.
Inserting a didactic component in the OH project seemed particularly useful considering its formation
objectives: they involve diverse individuals and groups. For instance, we pass from the “training of 30
Community Health Volunteers (CHV) and 30 Animal Disease Reporters (ADR)17”, in R1.2 of the framework, to
“sessions of community dialogue about hygiene/health practices for humans and animals” (in R2.1); from
the formation of “technical staff trained in bio-meteorological reports reading and transmission among CHV,
local authorities and household decision makers” (R4.3), to the “training of 20 traditional/religious leaders
and their involvement in training activities during community aggregation events (meetings, prayers)” in
R2.2. All these activities are funded on a fair knowledge about natural sciences, medicine, ecology,
technology, implying therefore a certain degree of formal schooling.
1.3.1 – TEACHERS, STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY
Analysing its framework, it is evident the missing involvement of school teachers and students of North
Horr and neighbourhoods in the OH project. The Education mission was supposed to address this void by
testing a voluntary insertion inside the project by the formal school components since the very beginning,
so that teachers and students might become initiators and facilitators inside the local community, to
provide awareness and dissemination among parents and relatives, who become sensitive to our attention
to the youth. Pastoralists are highly mobile according to seasons, making it difficult to maintain a
permanent and ongoing relationship with the project components; students might become a bridging tool
from OH project to pastoralists. Furthermore, a two-way activity inside the schools might provide the
project with educational and learning models from the local community: their knowledge is essential in
preparing and leading the imposing training activities of the project.

16

As a volunteer, the author received no monetary remuneration, while travel and accommodation expenses were
provided by CCM funds, food excluded.
17
To avoid confusion (health vs. disease, without distinction human-animal), we suggest to use the denomination
Animal Disease Reporters (ADR) instead of Community Disease Reporters (CDR), utilised in the project framework.
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In Kenya, the formal school follows the UK model, with high attention towards science didactics; therefore
it becomes a prime vehicle to the diffusion of concepts about health (OH) among the communities around
North Horr. Thus, the Education mission was supposed to test an innovative process: the connection of the
frontal top-down model of formal education (indispensable in scientific formation) with the participative
one (bottom-up) that gathers, processes and re-proposes information from and to the involved
communities. The bottom up approach builds competence, but without full understanding and knowledge
augmentation (feedback increase). In complementarity, the top-down approach is needed to generate
knowledge and conscience. Then the two processes become inseparable and start providing feedback.

Photo 2: Headmaster (right) and science teacher at North Horr Primary (courtesy by Kurewa)
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Chapter 2 – MISSION TO EDUCATION
2.1 – OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
The general objectives of the Education field-mission (October – November 2018) were: i) detect the
learning and information-transfer modalities for the different levels required by the training of OH technical
personnel, local authorities, community leaders, common people; ii) if allowed, insertion in schools
involving teachers and students in the comprehension and diffusion of the project in/around North Horr; iii)
‘translation’ and operative simplification – starting from local communication modes – of project modules
and scientific concepts; iv) planning of materials for formation inside the different project segments.
The author, as a voluntary education and formation expert, was to be considered an operational resource
to connect CCM personnel (local and expatriate) with the information recipients, at school and community
level alike. The mission methodology contemplated a non-linear sequence of actions:








Follow-up & assist the Project Manager and the leading persons in the project domains;
cooperate with the Anthropology Consultant towards the correct insertion in – and the up-keeping of – the
relations with the project, the authorities and the local communities in/around North Horr;
contact the sub-County Education Office to obtain a go-ahead for fact-finding and educational activities
about health and ecology in the formal schooling system;
enter inside schools with seminars for teachers and workshops for students, with the goal to create
awareness about the project;
detect, by means of dedicated meetings and focus groups, the local cognition models (pre-requisites), useful
for scientific information and diffusion;
plan, with the project operatives (from leaders to the community), modes to OH formation, specific for the
different components;
help the TriM field mission for what concerns the exploration of the digital terrain and its parameters
(categorisation, mapping, Internet use, etc.) according to local perception.

All actions have been accomplished at a varying degree, developing a qualitative picture about the
approach to scientific matters by all people involved, from students to teachers, from OH personnel to
nomadic pastoralists. There were constraints, in particular at the school level. As reported in the mission
field-notes:
At North Horr, October 15: The author, accompanied by the Anthropology-Ecology field-mission team, goes to the
North Horr Primary School, hosting about 600 pupils. The team is introduced to the headmaster Konchola Tadi,
who is willing to help, after an official permission to be granted by the County education authorities. Problems can
be the final exam session for Standard 8 students, starting at the end of October through November, in which all
teachers are directly involved. In fact, the schools shall be closed to the public during the whole period of
November, and preparations are needed at the end of October. Anyway, the headmaster manages to give us an
opportunity to enter one classroom on October 23, but that is going to be the end of our involvement in all schools
in the PA around North Horr.

From Italy we did not consider the change in the Kenya education system: before, primary schools would
close in December only, but the new exam system (see 2.2) changed the picture, involving all teachers of
Standard 8 since the beginning of November. A better flow of information from the ground should be
granted before next field-missions: the intention of involve teachers and students was not followed in due
time by a feasibility-check c/o the Marsabit County Education Ministry. A second constraint was related to
the incidents between Gabra and Borana in Marsabit: from October 13, all authorities were too busy and
focussed on this issue. Therefore, after the exercise in the North Horr Primary school (see 2.3), the
volunteering Education expert was diverted to the Anthropology-Ecology team (that she had already
followed in the field) who had gender problems in interviewing women. Being women, the author and the
interpreter/assistant Talaso Shamo had the chance to access pastoralist women in the camps around North
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Horr, enhancing the database of the mission about feminine issues.18 This action was considered of great
help. On the other hand, OH field methodology reckons on operational redundancy: in case some activities
should be blocked for any reason, the expert is capacitated in shifting to another operational set without
losing efficacy. With this methodology, the author was able to follow the whole mission in all settlements
and health facilities of the PA (see map 2), acquiring a wider database about scientific local knowledge and
visual perception.

Map 2: Waypoints/tracks reached by the Education mission (by TriM)

2.2 – EDUCATION ON THE GROUND
At North Horr, on October 13, we visit the homestead of Ibrae (‘Sunday) Jillo, aba Robe (‘father of Robe’, to
indicate the patrilineal value in Gabra culture), 58 years old with two wives, father of 2 boys and 2 girls.
Being Ibrae an adult literacy teacher, we talk about the educational system for pastoralists. There is
concordance with the author’s views about this subject: the school should prepare a pastoralist to be a
better pastoralist, with appropriate educational packages – able to cope with local problems – besides
providing a generalised informative and formative system. Ibrae says: “The students who fail their exams
because of little competence, cannot reach the secondary or college level. They are really lost, because
they cannot get access to the modern world and its economy, while it is impossible for them to return to
the pastoral life, having lost seven or eight years without practicing their previous nomadic life, looking
after livestock. In a few words, they belong to nowhere”.
The formal education system in itself may not be responsible of this globalised situation, but many
constraints enter the scene when the Kenya Certificate schools are implemented in locations like North
Horr: gender biases, culture shock, language barriers, parents’ illiteracy, a stimuli-poor environment, and so
on. As a reference, we provide a summary of the Kenya School System, active throughout the Country:
Primary School: Following 8 years of primary education, instructed mainly in English, every pupil goes through
Standard 1-8. The Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) is the final exam taken, on average, at about 14
years of age while in Standard 8. KCPE is usually sat annually in November. KCPE examines up to five subjects: 1)
Mathematics; 2) English; 3) Swahili; 4) Science; 5) Social Studies; Religious Education (Christian/Islamic) may be
added.
High School: After 8 years in primary school, Kenyan children are taken through 4 years of secondary school training.
KCSE (Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education) is the final graduation exam. It is taken after the 4 years of high
school studies and is administered in English. Students move ranks annually through Form 1-4. The median age for
taking KCSE exams is 17 years at Form 4 level. The exam is usually administered in October through to November

18

About this activity, see Comberti G and Shamo T, Our Children Live with Animals, Drink Their Milk and Eat Their
Meat: They are Healthy. The voice of pastoralist women in a One Health project, Technical report, CCM, Turin 2019.
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annually. Students study a variety of subjects and are eventually graded on their 7 best performed subjects.
Mathematics, English and Kiswahili are compulsory for all students across all schools.19

Following the system, a child starts primary school when 6 years old, and finishes it at 14. With the same
criteria of nursery schools, evaluations are trimestral. If, at the end of the school year, the Total Marks is
350/500, the student has a good performance and positively enters his/her class graded-list. The students
get a final Result Slip, where an alphabet evaluation (from A, best, to E, worst) is added to the numerical
one. The final exam to KCPE is held c/o their local schools, but the examination tests are the same
throughout Kenya. The written tests (one in English and one in Swahili) are evaluated in Nairobi by a
specific Commission.
The first school in the PA was built in 1965 in North Horr town. After 2003, education in Kenya primary
public schools is decreed free and compulsory.20 There are currently 4 primary schools and 3 secondary
schools in the North Horr settlement. A new technical institute has been constructed, but it is not
functional yet. According to Abdikadir Kurewa, assistant anthropologist of the OH mission, “education for
the children is currently seen by the Gabra as an important long-term investment in creating ‘wage
earners’. The possibility of attending formal schooling is a motivating factor for pastoral sedentarisation
and an incentive to remain settled in/around trading centres”. Through the sub-County’s development
funds, needy students have access to grants to continue their tertiary level of education.
On October 29, while visiting Durte, a settlement near North Horr and bordering the Chalbi desert, Roba
(‘Born during rains’) Mamo Wario showed us a book for incoming NGOs, with community priorities
previously identified: 1) water; 2) health; 3) education; 4) road; 5) blockage of rain rivers; 6) cutting of
infesting plants; 6) market. Education is only in the third position, but currently, around North Horr, there is
a higher level of school enrolment, especially for girls. This is mainly due to the new government directive
that makes it mandatory to take children to school. Anyway, in the North Horr Primary school – where we
managed to work – on a total of 522 students the gender ratio is 351 males to 171 females for the
schoolyear 2017-18. Kurewa comments again:
While schools have proved to be an important asset for the Gabra, the situation is not without negative effects.
This is mainly because, once students receive formal education, they are dislocated from practicing pastoralism as
they opt to look for wage labour or formal employments which are quite minimal. Based on our observation, more
than 30 youths who have completed university levels of education are living within North Horr centre, with most, if
not all of them, being unemployed. Due to the expectations from their families and societies and also due to lack
of adequate jobs, they are induced to use drugs, such as khat or miraa21 or alcohol which alienates them from the
realities of life. 22

Anyway, Gabra girls have a very low probability to become wage earners, due to the local gender biases
and cultural taboos. Even if we consider only boys, the potential of the learned youth remains untapped,
and rather than being assets, they end up becoming liabilities to their families and the community at large.
2.2.1 – COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
One Health is a dynamic process, not a sequence of unrelated end-states. During our mission we elaborated
a ‘pathway model’ to be implemented from the very beginning. Like the mobile units of pastoralists, the OH
project should move along 4 trajectories: 1) pathway to health; 2) pathway to water and pasture; 3)
pathway to communication and social relationships; 4) pathway to modernity.23 In this last domain, formal
19

Source: The Kenyan 8-4-4 Education System, 2016, in https://kenyaschoolsdirectory.co.ke/blog/the-kenyan-844education-system/
20
This former presidential decree became part of the Kenya Constitution, Article 53, in 2010.
21
They are both plants whose chewed leaves release amphetaminic active principles; they are of the same species:
Catha edulis.
22
Kurewa AG, Report from the Assistant Anthropology Expert of the One Health Operational Research Deployed in
North Horr Sub-County; CCM, Turin 2018; Ch. “Path to modernity – Education”.
23
Salza A (ed.), (2019), op. cit., pp. 5 and 68.
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education is of high relevance even for the Gabra pastoralists, as we saw above. Although, if becoming a
wage earner may be the best foreseen choice, the question of the competences acquired in the primary
curricula becomes of importance.
Results are determinant to the future school career of the student, who shall be banned from his/her
Secondary school of prime-choice in case of less than 250 Total Marks. That is the case of many formerpastoralist students, who are consequently compelled to attend only minor or ‘village’ secondary schools,
triggering a negative feedback: low competence→ no choice for good schools→ lesser competence→ landlocking (compelled to stay in remote areas)→ unemployment→ mental and social problems.
If the same examining tests are applied in very different contexts (from the bush to Nairobi), the context in
which the pastoralist student lived his/her first years may become a handicapping trap. As we shall see
(3.3), the students depict idealised landscapes around themselves, draining very little competence from their
previous life as second-generation modern pastoralists. They are becoming Internally Displaced Persons
(IDP) or, worst, ‘cultural refugees’.
Like everywhere in Africa, the necessity of specialised programs for ‘mobile students’ (nomadic pastoralists)
is widely underestimated – if not altogether neglected – by school planners and local authorities. This
momentarily leads to low results by pastoralist students, who need extra-time to adapt their mobile cultural
horizon to the narrow (in all senses) limits of the primary classrooms.
We suggest to tap the potential of youth, without gender biases as far as it is possible in this pastoral
context, with voluntary or temporarily paid inclusion in the One Health project framework, e.g. updating
and involving Natural Sciences students in the activities about climate change, vegetation alteration,
monitoring of medicine traffic and smuggling, and other. They might become the reservoir for specialised
spotters and stringers24 in the One Health project, granting them a chance to use their competences and a
wider involvement of the community. This might be fulfilled by the use of youth associations (peer-to-peer
social education), while Environment clubs in primary schools can be tools to monitor weather events and
early warning systems for droughts, floods, bushfires, and so on.
Their activity should draft a primary “One Health Wordbook” (see 3.3.1) with key-words used by the
community about human, animal and environmental health; its production is going to be accomplished by
local planning and printing; eventually, after the data-processing by all project components, it shall lead to
the design and implementation of the best media (flashcards, manuals, booklets, photographs, drawings,
audio-visuals, experiments etc.) to convey the gathered One Health information, processed data and
conclusions obtained during all project activities, in a positive feedback-flow to a long-lasting formation
about health and ecology.
The rescue of a youth gone astray may seem of little or no concern to a health-oriented project, but the
recuperation of untapped competences inside the pastoral community acts as an outer toolkit to resilience
(one of the objectives of the OH project). About this, the Environment-Ecology team stated:
[Thinking about modernisation] one could infer that resilience of the Gabra pastoralist system has been eroded, but
we have, in the OH project, to bypass the obvious proposition that we cannot act on the inner resilience of people
(enhancing what?). That means that we have to work on the outer socio-environment. The OH project
management and stakeholders must design and propose a series of ‘outer resilience tools’, a kit that pastoralists
should have at hand when catastrophes and subsequent traumas hit their SES.25

By recovering competences inside the PA school attendants – from primary to university levels – and among
unemployed educated youth, we shall close the circle we started from: the project should enhance One
Health competence (see 1.1) among experts, personnel, authorities, settlers and pastoralists around North
Horr.

24

A spotter identifies the environmental health problems in the field, while the stringer elaborates primary and
secondary data for an appropriate OH operationalisation; spotters can be uneducated pastoralists, while stringers
need scientific training; a full proposal about these two new figures are in Salza A (ed.), (2019), op. cit., pp. 33 and 7172.
25
Salza A (ed.), (2019), op, cit.; Par. 2.5, p. 18.
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2.3 – A ONE HEALTH MULTIPLE EXERCISE IN STANDARD 7
At North Horr Primary School, October 12, we meet the Deputy Headmaster, Konchora Boru, because the
headmaster is not present at the moment. We introduce the project and reiterate that, although the
project is taking its first steps, it is relevant to eventually develop educational concepts related to school
curricula and especially science studies. The author says to be interested in developing the educational
aspects together with local teachers, because this activity will be relevant for specific future objectives of
the OH project. Later, Konchora Boru introduces us to two science teachers, Mr. George and Mr. Guyo
Hama, who teach their subject to standard 7 and 8 pupils. In order to correctly implement One Health, the
author highlights the necessity of teaching science in the most effective way, i.e., using local perception of
categories and events, so as to promote better understanding among the pupils, and to build their scientific
skills by simple experiments that go besides theoretic knowledge: learning by doing.
The science teachers voice the opinion that they don’t have enough instruments to conduct scientific
experiments and this impedes effective teaching of science. They also say that they will require to
undertake training in order to help themselves refresh and also understand the new methodologies of
teaching science. However, despite the problems that include the lack of sufficient teaching equipment, the
teachers agree that simple ways of conducting experiments with locally available materials are possible.
On this regard, the author gives the example of the ‘water cycle experiment’: Put the same amount of
water in 3 containers. Leave one in the sun without a lid, one in the shade and the other on a fire, so as to
give an idea on the evaporation, and elicit the fact that many agents act on the quantity of water, including
wind, heat, and shade. This experiment will help the student to both observe and record data, and also to
understand how to manage and conserve water resources. In order to familiarize with what the pupils are
taught in schools, the author asks for science text books for class 6, 7 and 8, to be examined and
photographed in some parts. The science teachers immediately comply, pointing out that “language
barriers can evolve into a minor understanding of science, developing a sort of ‘lost in translation effect’:
science concepts ‘sound’ differently in different cultural sets, and here all science is taught in English, not
even in Swahili, a language better known to both teachers and students”.
The same day, we visit the Chalbi Primary School. The school is Islamic, but not religiously or ethnically
discriminating; we meet the Headmaster, Adano (‘Friday’) Bante. Asked whether he will be interested in
our education activities, the headmaster (also a teacher) says that the school will appreciate to be involved
in the OH project, as the pupils will also share information and knowledge with their parents at home.
Unfortunately, due to the exam-period constraints, we shall not follow up this school.
After checking and photographing significant images of the science books (October 14, analysed 7 science
books: 3 for standard six pupils; 1 for standard seven pupils, with a quick-revision book for teachers; 2 for
standard eight pupils; see analysis in 3.4), the team starts planning, for the North Horr Primary, the multiple
exercise about ‘One Health – Water Cycle – Living/Non-living Environment – Water & Disease’, assisted by
the teacher Guyo Hama, very willing and proactive (October 21 and 22). A sequence is elaborated:
1. Teacher introduces the OH team to the classes (two Standard 7 combined) and explains the kind of activities
that shall be held.
2. Abdirizak (interpreter/assistant) introduces the One Health Project, with its goals and methods.
3. Metaphor by the anthropology expert, utilizing the 3 OH components as strands of a rope or braid, in order to
gain strength (or the 3 stones of a cooking place: without one stone the pot collapses).
4. Story written and narrated by Salza about water becoming rain and its relationship problems with humans,
animals and plants, assisted by interpreter/assistant Talaso.
5. The author introduces scientific activity; then, with teacher Hama, brain-storming about the relationships of
water to and from the OH components (elaborated with the teacher).
6. Feedback collected by OH team on blackboard, while the students interact with the education expert and the
teacher.
7. Break (30 minutes).
8. The teacher introduces the idea of drawing a logo for the OH project in North Horr sub-County, making
reference, as an example, to the School’s logo or to the Marsabit County flag emblem.
9. Drawing time (to be decided upon by the teacher) with group work: one draws and the others give ideas
(eventually the students preferred contributing personally).
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10. Collection of logo drawings and analysis of the ideas inside them.
11. Direct feedback to the class, via the teacher and Education expert.
Activity 3 expanded
The assistant anthropologist (local) introduces the three elements of the project, and ranks them according to
importance (this exercise tends to elicit from the students the impossibility of actually separating and ranking
something that we consider a system).
Activity 4 expanded (a story)
THE BARARATO BIRD
Living and non-living things were inhabiting the same place, and there was no difference: they talked, interacted,
moved around and lived in peace like human beings should do.
In those days, Water was a quiet male who generously offered his services to the community of the living and the
non-living. He inhabited many places. Do you know some of them? (elicit a fast brain-storming).
In that particular moment Water was living on top of Chalbi, making up a huge lake (scientific info: it was like that
10,000 years ago).
All living beings were freely making use of Water, but some started polluting it by peeing in it, spitting, throwing
waste and dirt, washing their clothes and so on.
Water lifted his eyes to the Sky to get some patience and endurance. People were taking his kindness for
weakness; so eventually he spotted a very beautiful lady, able to make him shine in the morning and at sunset, out
of reflective power. The lady was the Sun (feminine in Gabra language, like in German) and she fell so much in love
with Water that she wanted him only for herself.
She put so much energy to him with her fiery arms that eventually she sucked all his power out, and Water was
lifted to the sky in form of clouds, being they just evaporated water. She left only his hair behind; that is the bush
called d’urte, too salty for her kissing taste.
Wind, who was a former lover of Sun, became jealous of the relationship between Water and Sun, so he tried to
interfere, using his force to blow clouds away from Sun. Sometimes he was so angry that he tried to lift the soil to
the sky, making a dust whirlwind, but to no avail.
Anyway, Cloud-Water (he took a new name) was happy because of being away from any nuisance, like greedy
plants, animals or human beings.
Trees, grasses, animals and humans started regretting their misbehaviour: they were thirsty and all of them were
weak and almost dying out of drought. While they were weeping, wasting good drinking water out of their bodies,
a small bird came in. He talked in a funny way and people were a bit annoyed, trying to chase him away. “My name
is Bararato” (a small bird described as black-and-white or dark brown or even yellow, supposed by Gabra to signal
rain at night) he said, “and if you shelter me from Sun, who is looking after me because I stole some shining beads
from her necklace, I can help you solve this Water problem”.
So animals and humans created some shade for Bararato, inventing huts and pens.
After some time, Bararato started making a special music (ask the pupils what is its sound). It was so enchanting
that Cloud-Water eventually relaxed so much that he felt singizi (sleepiness) and fell heavily asleep fofofo, the way
babies sleep, making sweet sounds with their breath.
Bararato continued his song until Cloud-Water fell from his bed back to the Earth, becoming a new thing: RainWater, and everybody lived happily thereafter; but up to date Bararato is still called to his duty when rain is
needed. And so he chants into the night.
The moral of the story is: never disturb what is needed (to be elicited from students).
Activity 5 expanded:
1. The session will begin by asking the students to identify Living and Non-living things within their pastoral
environment. Students are asked to rank non-living things. Out of that, water is picked out as the main topic of the
activity.
2. The teacher then talks about the physical characteristics of water, eliciting answers from students about pure or
impure water.
3. Session of brain storming about relationships between water and diseases: how water can affect human and
animal health, and also how human and animals can affect the quality and quantity of water.
4. Elicit some proverbs or stories from Gabra folklore.
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The exercise was conducted on October 23, with the full assistance by Guyo Hama, science teacher. The
Deputy headmaster, Konchola Boru, introduced us to the students, all very disciplined.26 The exercise went
on very well, following the foreseen structure. The participation and understanding by the 61 students was
checked to be of good level. Their vocal behaviour and visual attention were at best levels, notwithstanding
the fact that they had to sit one near the other on their desks, because two classes were amassed in one
only (photo 4).
Describing the One Health project, we tested the students’ ability to understand systems and the relations
of their components. The usual graphic sign of an ‘arrow’ indicating relationship cannot be taken for
granted in alien cultural sets. Anyway, the flow-chart we traced on the blackboard was well received and
understood.
In the activity 5, point 1, the communal ranking of basic non-living elements in the environment produced
this result: 1) Water; 2) Air; 3) Soil; 4) Light; 5) Heat; 6) Wind; 7) Buildings.
In the activity 5, point 3, the brainstorming put in evidence how the students were guided by the teacher’s
intervention to answers that revealed to be in function of formal education issues, and not by drawing
elements from their personal experiences and background as former pastoralists. For example, the teacher
asked what are the ‘clean water’ characteristics, something that they have seen in manuals, but not often
in reality. “Pure water is colourless, odourless, tasteless”, they said by the book. “Among many other water
points, in Hori Guda [where many people take water, although brackish] our water stinks”. The next
question about contamination of water and consequent diseases, does not elicit “diarrhoea or poisoning”,
but the sequence they find in their science books of Kenya curricula: “Cholera, typhoid, bilharzia”. None of
them had ever suffered from such diseases. More results about water contamination: “Urination, from
humans and animals; chemical depositions from factories (!?); oil spillage from vehicles; acid rains; plastic
waste deposition”. If we exclude the enormous plastics pollution in towns like North Horr and Kalacha, only
the liquid and solid excreta reaching the water table are of some concern to pastoralists: factories and acid
rains are ‘science book’ issues. All in all, the interventions by the teacher excessively lead the pupils to
stereotyped participation, diverting somehow our intentions of a ‘free’ brainstorming.

Photo 3 and 4: North Horr Primary motto and logo, at left; water cycle exercise, at right (courtesy by Kurewa)

2.4 – MISCELLANEA
The Education expert continued to cooperate with the science teacher, Guyo Hama, who led our exercise
inside the North Horr Primary school. For instance, the logo was of concern to Hama, who conducted the
drawing exercise and brought us the results (see 3.3). On another occasion, he provided us with some
thinking about the tripartite aspects of the OH project. In his narrative, number 3 is the main character, and
we report it because of its symbolic value (to be considered in evaluating local perception), and because it
represent a first ‘side-effect’ of the activity in the school:

26

The author suggested some form of compensation for the pupils’ effort, like weather-reporting instruments,
drawing and colouring materials, paper, etc., but no resources were foreseen in the project budget about
interventions in schools, a situation we recommend to redress.
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1. In the old days the Gabra were just surviving from the food from their animals only. Which are these foods?
Milk, blood and meat. The 3 components you get from livestock. Only three. These 3 are the complete cycle of a
pastoralist, and this means that without one of them there is no life for pastoralists.
2. The Gabra calendar has 3 main months where they carry out all their ceremonies, from marriage to sorio. They
are the most important months of the lunar calendar: yaqa (during long rains), somder qara 1 and somder lameso
2 (short rains).
3. The seasons are 3 [of course they are 4, but the 2 dry seasons are not considered in everyday talk, they are
simply ‘dry time’].
4. Marriage ceremonies. First of all: for a bride to be identified as your wife, you have to pay 3 camels (2 male and
one female) as a dowry […]. The bridegroom must have 3 important things in the marriage, otherwise the wedding
is not recognized by the community: the white turban (sure) sign of eldership; the white cloth (woya adi, adi for
‘white’), sign of a new life (since then he is supposed not to wear any cloth he has been wearing before; old clothes
are given away); the ororo, the pastoral stick.
5. The Gabra hut (mana). The strength of this hut is based on 3 important things: boro, a very strong pole at the
back of the hut, towards the eastern wind, to keep the structure up; mosar (two side poles) and khala (central
vertical pillar).
6. The 3 stones of the fireplace.

As we said before, the author was able to follow the Anthropology-Ecology mission from the beginning,
while she was formally involved in its women-related activities just after the school exercise. This did not
prevent the author to follow other side researches, like the information provided by health facilities (see
3.5) and an often misrepresented but important activity: during leisure time and R&R, we moved into the
community with the simple goal to be seen, recognised as present and active, and, if the case, asked about
the project, thus disseminating awareness and increasing chances of future empowerment by locals. One
Health must become a community – owned and implemented – project.
The author was also involved in the TriM mission about weather and climate (from October 27 to
November 09). Some suggestions from the author were well received by TriM, like the idea that it would be
better to take waypoints of water and wells only if some health problems are evidenced by the community,
like – as repeatedly cited by informants – the case of kidney diseases, dysentery or poisoning; this would
prevent the OH project management to store maps with millions of waypoints about water points, which
are of little use and well known to pastoralists already. Furthermore, the author participated in TriM
workshop and exercise to illustrate the mission goals and define inter-cultural categories for data gathering
(October 05 and 06).

Photo 5: With TriM at Durte (courtesy by Alessandro Demarchi)
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Chapter 3 – POWER OF IMAGES, IMAGES OF POWER
3.1 – THE LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD EFFECT
October 11: at Goricha we visit a Gabra settlement (fig. 1). It is a sort of organized but mobile village, with
its homesteads neatly aligned according to status and power. The head of the family, due to seniority, is at
the North end (mirgica, ‘to the right’ when facing sunsets), with the junior at the South end (bita, ‘to the
left);27 “East is oli (literally ‘up’, indicating the movement of the Sun). All entrances face West (garjalo)”,
says Bokayo (‘Born during rains’) Rooba, a 50 year old woman. Men are nowhere to be seen.

Figure 1: A Gabra camp at Goricha (sketch by Salza)

Bokayo’s olla is composed of 11 households of domed huts (about 60 people), roofed with fibres of sisal
(algi) and laterally protected from the wind by coloured long pagnes (typical African textiles). They are the
same used for the dresses of women, a bit fainted by sun and wind, of course. We are said that the position
of the in-law relatives is at a certain distance from the aba olla28 hut: in Gabra culture, the in-laws cannot
look in each other’s eyes; they speak with a turned face or interpose something to avoid eye contact. A bit
far from the settlement, we visit the grave of the previous aba olla, who died recently. On top of the grave,
made out of stones covered with grass, there is the right-side half of his hut: a symbol of his departure and
contemporaneous permanence on Earth.

Photo 6: An olla at Kanacho, with separate in-laws’ huts in the background (courtesy by Kurewa)

In the mind of the Gabra a hut is a template, where simple designs can encode complex meanings: coloured
cloths mean ‘women’; spatial position expresses ‘status’; orientation leads back to ‘myths of origin’ (North
is where the Gabra come from and where they have the ceremonial grounds); a half hut is ‘death’ and
‘important ancestor’. All this expresses the transformational aspects of the agents in the spirit world and
the reality as perceived by Gabra pastoralists, and them only. Even if space perception is biologically rooted
27
28

A full description of an olla and its movements is in Tablino P, op. cit., pp.320-321.
Responsible head of the family settlement (aba means ‘father’).
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in the human brain, the social processes contribute a flow of day-by-day experiential components from
childhood. By that, the cultural patterns of the Gabra community get their specific means by which spatial
perceptions are developed, refined and ordered.29
Unfortunately, we did not have enough time to explore further this aspect of the visual space-perception of
pastoralists inside the PA, but – to understand this complex ‘artistic’ landscape – we cite the aborigines of
Australia, where many rock paintings have basic geometric templates, somehow similar to the disposition
of round huts sketched by the mission’s anthropologist. For instance, figure 2 (an aborigines’ painting) has
two loci, A and B.

Figure 2: Templates in an Australian aborigines’ rock-painting30

At locus A, the visual perception by a local person gives 3 encoded meanings: ‘well’, ‘lake’, ‘vagina’. At locus
B are encoded ‘digging stick’, ‘river’ and ‘penis’. Three interpretations can be given: a river flowing into a
lake; a digging stick used to dig a well; a penis entering a vagina. All three are ‘correct’ to the mind of the
observer, but each is appropriate in a different social context. A mythic sequence connects the
interpretations:
A kangaroo ancestor was digging a well with a digging stick. When he finished, a female wallaby bent down to
drink water. The kangaroo seized the opportunity to have sexual intercourse with her. The semen flowed out of
her body and into the waterhole. Today, a river flows into a lake at that place, and the kangaroo’s penis was
transformed into a digging stick, visible as a great log beside the lake.31

This is the ‘Little Red Riding Hood effect’: no doubt it will occur anytime we see a girl dressed in a hooded
coat even if there’s no forest with a big bad wolf lurking about. Obviously, to a Gabra the same image
would only convey the idea that our girls need to be protected from rain; the use of red might appear
strange, being connected with blood – which is exactly the case for our gruesome legend. The implicit
relativism of these secondary perceptions is masking the primary ability of Homo sapiens’ brain to
elaborate multiple narratives from simple templates. A drawing is always specific to the perceiver’s ethnoenvironment. And pastoralists are not very good in drawing. We can perceive it looking at the title and
cover figure of this report, where a camel eats from a tree. It has a crude graffiti-like strength of expression:
“Sijui kuchora: I don’t know how to draw”. Mysteriously signed: YES NAME.

29

Hallowell AI, “Cultural factors in spatial orientation”, in Dolgin JL, Kemnitzer DS and Schneider DM (eds.), Symbolic
Anthropology. A Reader in the Study of Symbols and Meanings, Columbia University Press, New York; p. 147.
30
Drawing by Victoria Musci, in Salza A, “Negotiating with evil. Power artefacts, shamanic relics and brain responses in
African healing practices”, in Janot F (ed.), (2016), op. cit.; p. 175.
31
Full description in Morphy H, “On representing ancestral beings”, in Morphy H (ed.), Animals into Art, Unwin
Hyman, London 1989; pp. 144-60. See also Salza A (2016), op. cit., pp. 175-177.
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3.2 – THE CAT-AND-DOG EFFECT
Images have power, a dangerous one. Cats and dogs have been fighting since ages because they use
inverted figurative signals, ‘images in the air’. The dog wags its tail to show friendship, the cat to convey the
idea “stay far, because you make me nervous”. The problem is that, when a dog sees a cat’s wagging tail, it
perceives a friend, and goes nearer, making the cat more and more nervous. The two signals have a
feedback to the point that the cat shall claw the dog’s nose, who in turn is going to feel betrayed by a false
friend, and consequently retaliate. Dealing with images and their perception in an alien cultural context is
like negotiating a mine-field. For an example, see fig. 3.

Figure 3: illustration from a booklet for Somali pastoralists (courtesy by Endale)

The above illustration, by Sileshi Endale, is in a booklet about Human Rights among the Somali pastoralists:
it was meant to convey the idea of abandoning firearms and prepare peace in 2006. 32 First thing: the very
human figure, strictly speaking, is a blasphemy to Muslims; so, among Somali pastoralists, not many people
are really accustomed to seeing drawings of men and women performing actions (supposedly, since they
are obviously still). Besides, many people, mainly old men and women, kept for a long time their booklets
upside down until corrected by the team or friends, apparently incapable of seeing the figures in their right
perspective, although attentively scanning the booklet. The drawing of fig. 1 contains a ‘double-meaning
visual trap’: in the hands of many informants – also among some educated youth – it was plausibly ‘read’
the other way about (and not only upside down): the man at the left was seen taking an AK-47 from the
stack, to give it to the one at the right, to convince him to join the others in a raid or an armed conflict. War
against Somalia and the Ogaden Liberation Front broke off few months later.
The following paragraphs shall be useful to the One Health project management to better design all
training activities where images and charts are going to be used (3.3), and scientific knowledge has to be
transmitted (3.4 and 3.5)
3.3 – CAN YOU DRAW A LOGO?
In the contemporary world, regardless of our geographical or cultural context, we are surrounded with
symbol-laden imagery. Images are ubiquitous, but always differentially valued and understood, as we have
32

Reported by Alberto Salza who, in March 2006, disseminated around K’elafo, Ogaden, the booklet, conceived and
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just seen. They carry emotionally charged meanings that are more readily apparent to specific individuals
and groups (artists, teachers, connoisseurs, etc.) and opaque to others, like children and visually untrained
people, or like pastoralists.33 Some images may not be involved in the aesthetic domain, but nonetheless
signify and/or evoke values and beliefs: they are ‘applied art’, the way we ‘traffic with symbols’ in our every
day’s life.
After the exercise inside the North Horr Primary, we considered the opportunity to explore the visual
domain of Gabra young people by asking the 61 students of Standard 7 who were present to help us in
drawing the logo for the One Health project. We did not count the male/female ratio, but it should not
differ from the one of the whole school (351/171, about 7.0/3.4).

Photo 7: North Horr Primary motto and logo (courtesy by Kurewa)

The motto of the school, “Knowledge is light”, is embedded in two banners. A medieval-style shield (an
image of power) contains the ‘pillars of formal education’: an open book (obviously), a pen, a pencil, a
music key (art), a set square (geometry and maths), a torch (enlightenment and/or modernity), all tools to
knowledge in the author’s mind. To add up some environmental issue, a doum palm (Hyphaene compressa)
is painted on top of the book. Apart from this oasis plant, whose fruits are eaten by children although they
taste like sweetish sawdust and make you thirsty as hell, none of the represented things are consistent with
the pastoralists’ visual horizon. This logo was elaborated, drawn and painted by the science teacher Guyo
Hama, a Gabra and a herder at youth, who enthusiastically helped us before and during the North Horr
Primary exercise.
The activity of drawing a logo for the One Health project by students was planned with their teacher. It was
proposed to the students at the end of the structured OH multi-topic exercise. During the afternoon of
October 23, all 61 students produced a personal drawing, that we received the day after. Unfortunately,
the author and her team were not allowed to follow this activity, due to the ongoing final examination
procedures. According to the teacher, quite proud of the results, the students went to work about our
proposal with great enthusiasm and all of them – even the less talented in drawing – tried their best.
The author was aware that, like during the morning exercise, the teacher would influence the free
production of images by his students. Indeed, in order to convey the concept of a logo – something unusual
in an illiterate and imageless context – he self-referred to the school logo, the only one at hand. Therefore,
he evidenced the motto, the graphic elements and the underlying symbols that convey a specific
meaning.34
Analysing the drawings as a whole, a few general observations can be drawn. Every student wanted to
produce his/her own drawing, but from the similarities that we notice in almost the totality of the
33

Soffer O and Conkey M, “Studying Ancient Visual Cultures”, in Conkey MW et al. (eds.), Beyond Art. Pleistocene
Image and Symbol, The Edited Proceedings of a Paul L. and Phyllis Wattis Foundation Endowment Symposium;
Memoirs of the California Academy of Sciences No 23, San Francisco, 1997; pp. 3-4.
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drawings, the author supposes that the students worked in groups, discussing and deciding upon their
collective logo project before accomplishing their personal drawing on paper. Most probably, the teacher
showed his representational image for the One Health project logo (not encircled), that he later evolved as
a rough sketch and gave us some days after, on October 31 (see drawings 1 and 2). By the way, a
dromedary was converted into a goat, more common in towns like North Horr. Is the Sun rising (much
probably in Western-style imagery) or setting? From the orientation of the olla and the location of its aba’s
hut we already know that North (mirgica) is the auspicious topos of origin and cult, while South (bita) is
minor (see 3.1), but these two words literally mean ‘to the right’ and ‘to the left’; this shows two important
things: 1) in the Gabra mind, directions are vectors (as a pastoralist you do not freely go, but forcibly tend
to pasture or sacred ceremonies); 2) like for other nomads, cardinal points are five (N-S-E-W + centre),
therefore directions are named by Gabra while watching from their perspective a privileged sunset, not a
sunrise. Not a surprise, if you live under the fiery sun of Chalbi.

Drawings 1 and 2: Visual interpretation and logo by North Horr Primary teacher

Now we have to compare the two following images (drawings 3 and 4) with the teacher’s model. The
symbolic eye can be found only in these two, while the camel eating from a tree and the herder with a stick
(sometimes a spear) are part of the imagery of most students. We have to consider the negative fact that
Gabra believe in the power of the ‘evil eye’, to which was exposed even the educated Talaso, 21 year old
interpreter/assistant of the author.35
As it happened to their teacher, all the students’ drawings are representations of what they think, not the
reality they see. In the drawing 4 (at right), health is directly connected to a tiny person urinating into
water, something that is obviously considered bad behaviour by pastoralists who, by the way, would never
consider pissing in their wells. At Durte, October 29, the author asked a group of women to connect water
with diseases in people and livestock. Kame (‘Thursday’) Bashuna, 30 year old, with 5 children, first born 11
year old, last born one month only, answered: “Water cannot be bringing diseases: it is a good thing”.

Drawings 3 and 4: students’ representations of One Health following their teacher’s model
35
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Although in the Gabra culture we may notice the symbolic value of a graphic sign (see the dubbo turban
seam in Introduction) and consequently the ability to understand a very abstract concept, the logo
drawings by the students look conditioned by the visual formal teaching in their Kenya curricula; the
stereotypes are evident in their science book illustrations (see 3.4).
Every student, in his/her own way, describes by drawing more about what he/she ‘thinks’ than what he/she
’sees’, a concept we like to repeat. All try a pseudo-naturalistic reproduction of the various components of
the One health system, but people wear strange dresses, animals look happy, plants are green; and
mountains, clouds and rain look like the backdrop of a video for Over the rainbow, where “the dreams that
you dreamed of, really do come true”.36 The stereotype emerges above all in the representation of
‘Nature’, a Western concept. Green meadows, colourful flowers, fruit-laden trees: they are nowhere to be
seen around North Horr. This has nothing to do with the ability to draw, but with the representational
power of learned images, a virtual reality of the mind, that is totally separated from the experiential world
of the North Horr Primary students. These drawings have the ‘power of pictures’: representation; they
produce and convey meaning by memories of concepts and images.37 They shape a virtual reality that every
student can comfortably find inside books, videos or Internet, idealising, in our case, the health status of
people, animals and environments.

Drawing 5 and 6: Imaginal people in imaginary nature (courtesy North Horr Primary by students)

The drawing by Diba (‘Born after difficult labour’) Waqo is different from all others, and much more
complex (drawing 7, next page). Diba does not mind to represent a logo, but chooses to enter inside a
landscape that becomes a sort of didactic chart full of suggestions and pieces of advice to maintain good
health by means of correct behaviours. The student puts in the picture, down to fine details, people
excreting in water sources and flowing rivers (where are they, in the PA environment?); somebody washing
his/her hands after using a latrine (indeed, Diba’s motto is BE CLEAN BE HEALTHY); a woman fetching water
near a small orchard for farming. The only melancholic note is given by two purple clouds covering the sun:
a hope of missing rain? Most of this idealised panorama is not to be seen in the vast, empty wasteland
around North Horr, but hygiene and horticulture are part of the compulsory school subjects for all children
in Kenya primaries, and so they must be there.
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Davidson I, “The power of Pictures”, in Conkey MW et al. (eds.), op. cit.; p.128.
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Drawing 7: One Health ideal landscape by Diba Waqo, North Horr Primary school

As we can see in drawings 5, 6 and 7, most students utilised the whole ‘white sheet’ in their
representations. The poor quality of paper and pencils made it difficult to transfer brilliant colours on the
sheets, reducing their dramatic impact, but concepts and meanings are clear and interiorised.
The standard procedure of all the children in the world is that, when confronted to a piece of paper, the
whole surface is usually a field to be fully covered by lines and/or colours. Therefore the graphic solution of
a circled logo is rare in the student’s drawings; even their teacher, at first produced a ‘full page logo’,
corrected only afterwards by a second encircled sketch (drawings 1 and 2). Only three examples (drawings
8, 9 and 10) have a geometrical (drawn by compass) and closed boundary. Some other students – probably
in the same work-group – utilise a crude contour line to circumscribe the logo imagery (drawing 11).

Drawings 8 and 9: Encircled One Health logos, North Horr Primary
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Drawings 10 and 11: An encircled logo (at left) and a circumscribed oblong one (at right)

A logo is not an image only: it must contain written letters and/or words to specify and clarify its hidden
meaning. Images can be polysemic: for that, the wording on a drawing narrows the cognitive field and gives
a unique meaning to the visual universe of the observer. A motto is the necessary counterpart in a logo.
Analysing the mottos produced by the North Horr primary students, we can see that many slavishly copy
the one used by their teacher as an example: “BETTER HEALTH, BETTER LIFE” (all in child-like capitals,
notwithstanding the students are in Standard 7). Others try word permutations, that lightly translate
meaning: HEALTH IS A BETTER LIFE; BETTER LIFE, BETTER HEALTH; GOOD HEALTH, GOOD LIFE; the last one is an
absolutist’s view (‘good’ is good), while the other two consider a process (‘better’ is a relative comparative).
Four students try to skip the unidirectional trap by copying the school motto: KNOWLEDGE IS LIGHT. Only nine
students go to the point and utilise in their motto the systemic One Health key-words: ‘environment’,
‘human’, ‘animal’, notwithstanding the fact that these components are visible in all drawings. Here the
visual impact is considered sufficient by the students (remember: the OH system is practiced by pastoralists
in every day’s life), while written words help to open a windows on a different landscape: the future. We
have to underline the fact, though, that in 37 drawings is visible the title ONE HEALTH, essential for a project
logo, but not present in the first model by the teacher (drawing 1).
This analysis teaches us two lessons: 1) in a cognitive semi-void (imagery among pastoralists), examples and
models have a unidirectional force and reduce the field-of-choice that is already of small dimensions
because of lack of ‘modern’ experiences; 2) the perspective of the students is not directed to their past
(pastoral culture of the tradition), but to their future (formal education and modern knowledge).
3.3.1 – COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Notwithstanding the referral number, this paragraph considers as a unique what we understood from the
theoretical paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2; all that should be related as introductory to the field data in 3.3, where
we analysed the logo drawing exercise in the North Horr Primary school. A first point is that – like anything
in their culture – pastoralists’ ‘art’ is bound to movement (changing position), speed (space/time) and order
(status and power) as demonstrated by the map of a camp and by stereotypes and reverse signals. The
findings show that all art is rooted in visual change of perspective. Visual experience is always an experience
of things positioned some way or other from a precise point of view. Perceptual content has an intrinsically
perspectival aspect, not determined only by how things are, but that depend, in addition, on the perceiver’s
relation to things. Any account of perception that ignores this dependence of how things look on one’s
movement (i.e., on changes in one’s relation to where and how things are), will fail to provide an adequate
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account of what is perceived. Neuroscientists discovered that our ability to perceive not only depends on,
but is constituted by, a specific faculty: the sensomotor knowledge, which enables us to elaborate
innovative mind-sets by flexing a hand, running through a desert, repeating gestures, dancing, looking
forwards or backwards. The world makes itself available to the perceiver through physical movement and
interaction. Think of a blind man: he needs moving in the environment to make an appropriate picture of it.
This enactive approach was elaborated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ( MIT) by Alva Noë: “We
ought to reject the idea – widespread in both philosophy and science – that perception is a process in the
brain whereby the perceptual system constructs an internal representation of the world”. 38 No doubt
perception depends on what takes place in the brain, and very likely there are cerebral representations (e.g.,
content-bearing internal states). What perception is, however, is not a process in the brain, but a kind of
skilful ability on the part of the ‘moving individual’.
We might cite Karl Marx who, long before Sigmund Freud, wrote: “As people express their lives, so they
are”.39 Consequently, observing the drawings of a One Health logo by students inside the PA, we enter inside
their mental landscape. A derivative suggestion for training images: if you have to draw what you think and
not what you see, it is also important how you see. If you are forced by the power of images to look at a
world that you never experienced, the result is not seeing differently, but failing to see. Technically, this
effect is called ‘Experiential blindness’. 40
This phenomenon applies also to colours. On October 14, a Sunday, the whole team spent some time
discussing colours in the Gabra language and perception. As far as we gathered by our interpreters, Gabra
distinguish 6 colours: 1) black gurach; 2) blue bule (probably a trans-lettering of ‘blue’), with dark blue as
bule kebatu; 3) red thima; 4) yellow hado; 5) green thati; 6) white athii. Other pastoralists, like the
neighbouring Turkana, use the colours of their livestock as a chromatic reference-system; that is why the
author considers bulu an imported word.
Colours are not neutral, they are deeply embedded in culture. That is the reason why a lot of attention
should be granted to colours in developing the training OH materials: would we accept to be attended and
operated by a surgeon dressed in black or red, without feeling slightly upset by the colour of death and
blood – black and red, respectively – in our polychromatic culture?
If images do not speak by themselves, or give reverse signals (see respectively 3.1 and 3.2.), images are
reinforced by words. The author suggests the OH project to follow up an issue we did not have the time to
properly develop, in cooperation with an anthropologist: draft a primary school One Health Wordbook with
key-words (in Gabra, Swahili and English) used by the community about human, animal and environmental
health; its production is to be accomplished after the second cycle of field missions and after the dataprocessing by all OH project components.
As an example, see figures 4-7 (next page), with a selection of pages extracted from a nursery wordbook
prepared by the author and colleagues in Loiyangalani and El-molo Bay, on the shores of Lake Turkana,
west of the PA.41 The operation was a form of archaeology-and-recovery of the lost language of the El-molo
fishermen, whose last fluent speaker died in 1991. Based on the ‘Look and Read – Listen and Learn’
methodology, the book was distributed and used in all the nursery schools where El-molo children wanted to
recuperate some linguistic elements of their community, who abandoned their language in the ‘20s of last
century after the invasion of the Samburu pastoralists, dominant up to the level of other groups’ language
death. All photos derive from the very environment and culture where the children live, thus providing a
familiar visual background of people, objects and places to letters and words.
As we already said, a second research should follow the one we organised in the North Horr school, in order
to involve science teachers and students in the image-making of the project: design, with the different
components and the community, the best media (flashcards, manuals, booklets, photographs, drawings,
38
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audio-visuals, experiments etc.) to convey the gathered information, processed data and conclusions
obtained during all project activities, in a positive feedback-flow to a long-lasting formation about health
and ecology among the pastoralists inside the One Health PA .

Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7: Images in the wordbook for the recuperation of the near-extinct El-molo language

After having dealt with the power of images, we take a look at the images of power, by which science
textbooks and health cards interfere with the pastoralists’ visual perception and culture, in a
transformational process.
3.4 – FROM HYPOTHESIS TO CONCLUSION: READING SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS
The gap between real and learned experiences may lead many young former pastoralists to a dissociated
behaviour, as we have seen in 2.2.1, with dramatic social outputs like marginalisation, depression,
alcohol/drug abuses, migration. This effect is particularly sensitive in the scientific arena. You have to
consider the fact that science is rooted in the very reality; when reality does not match with knowledge, a
process of dissociation is initiated. The scientific process is based on making hypothesis, observations,
comparisons, descriptions, measurements, registration, data interpretations, inferred conclusions. You
cannot escape reality when dealing with science, but sometimes what and how they teach science might be
leading you into virtuality, an extra-sensorial perception of the world. This fact may account for and give us
a new approach to the scarce participation of African students to scientific subjects at university level.
On the other hand, the Kenyan scientist Ochong O’kelo writes:
Scientific facts and principles are basically culture free; but their interpretation, teaching, and application are not
always necessarily free of culture. In addition to this general intra-national cultural milieu, there are those whose
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chosen beliefs are either contradicted or threatened by scientific methods, facts, and theories […] Given the past
track records of such beliefs and science, there is no doubt that science will ultimately triumph. 42

The author is less triumphant about the penetration power of science, if not well supported by the sociocultural milieu. That lies behind the One Health Education mission goal. According to it, the OH project
management considered useful to take a look inside the science textbooks used in the PA, before training of
all OH personnel (science oriented) and community volunteers (traditional knowledge oriented) would
start. As the author pointed above (2.3), a background activity of her mission meant to check, compare and
analyse significant images from the science textbooks of the North Horr Primary students: on October 14,
we analysed seven science textbooks; three for Standard 6 pupils; one for Standard 7 pupils, with a Quickrevision book for teachers; two for Standard 8 pupils.
Due to time limits and the ongoing exam procedures in the North Horr sub-County schools, this activity was
necessarily limited in time, space and scope. It was anyway sufficient to highlight some fundamental
characteristics.43 All examined textbooks have an identical format, in structure and didactical method. This
is obviously due to the Government of Kenya’s effort to have identical curricula throughout the country.
The method keeps valid for a territory where regional cultural/environmental biases are reduced to a
minimum, but that is not the case in Kenya, where diversified urban, agricultural and pastoral eco-social
backgrounds interfere with basic formal learning.
All in all, the proposed learning process is of the type directed to prepare somebody who is going to be
labelled as a ‘notionist’, defined by the Collins dictionary (2019) ‘a person whose opinions are merely
notions, not based in fact’, but founded on superficial factual knowledge. To the student, science textbooks
offer ready-made knowledge packages that must be introjected by reading (in scientific English)
informative text-cum-images. Science topics are offered in units, as per standard learning procedures. To
favour memorisation, at the end of every unit, the text gives a summary of the main notions to be acquired
and a ‘translation’ of the used terminology, followed by some pages with learning-control tests: SPOTLIGHT
QUICK REVISION with topical structured questions and multiple-choice questions.
The science study topics are the same during the last three years of primary school: 1) Human Body; 2)
Health Education; 3) Plants; 4) Weather and Solar System; 5) Animals; 6) Water; 7) Soil; 8) Food and
Nutrition; 9) Energy; 10) Proprieties of matter; 11) Making working easier. The author is not sure if the list is
meant to highlight priorities (putting animals, water and soil some way back, and matter to the bottom),
but it is ascertained that in the brain of people who know numbers any ranking is represented by increasing
(from ‘number 1’) or decreasing (like in school marks, whenever numeric) digits, therefore assigning
priorities by preconceptions.
Disciplinary contents of the textbooks might change or be the same, but in more in-depth oriented, e.g. in
the Health Education Unit (without ranking), relevant for the planning of activities about diseases in the OH
project area:
Standard 6 [emphasis on epidemiology]: Common communicable diseases; Tuberculosis; Malaria; Immunisation;
Immunisation schedule for infants; Other immunisable diseases; Importance of HIV testing; Effects of HIV/AIDS.
Standard 7 [emphasis on social diseases and malpractices]: Drugs; The meaning of drugs; Drugs misuse; Drugs
abuse; Effects of drug abuse; Myths and misconception about HIV/AIDS.
Standard 8 [more social issues, related to adolescence]: Meaning of sexually transmitted infections (STIs); Causes of
common STIs; Prevention of sexually transmitted infections; Control measures for HIV/AIDS.
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Although we found out in our mission that pastoralists do not ‘scientifically’ know and accept the
relationship between water and some diseases (see further),44 this matter is of concern in the textbooks we
examined in North Horr. Of course, the unit we see in fig. 8 deals with the invisible biota of “germs” and
“worms” for water borne diseases. The cholera and typhoid cycles are illustrated by notions and are not
connected to any experiential activity by the student.

Figure 8 (left): Explanation of water borne diseases in a Kenya Standard 6 textbook
Figure 9 (right): Germination experiment in a Kenya Standard 6 textbook

In other moments, some experiments are occasionally suggested, but they highlight the ‘notionist’
approach to learning. Described in scientific English, illustrated and explained from assumptions to
conclusions, they do not necessarily involve the students in a proper research activity. For instance, we
report the algorithm (from (i) to (iii)) and the subsequent questions that a student has to first implement
and then answer in a seed-germination experiment (box 1 and fig. 9).
(i) Keep tins A, B and C inside a room near a window so that they get an equal amount of warmth
(ii) Keep tin D under very low temperature, preferably in a deep freezer
(iii) Observe the tins for at least one week, and then answer the following questions
a) In which tin did germination take place?
b) What were the conditions present in that tin?
c) What conditions were lacking in the tin in which germination did not take place?

Box 1: Algorithm and questions of a germination experiment for Standard 7 Primary school
The final line in the textbook states: “From the experiment you will have found out that water, air and
warmth are necessary for germination of seeds.”
The author has serious doubts about the feasibility of the experiment in rural schools that are completely
void of scientific laboratories with the right materials and instruments: four glass jars (not, as written, tins,
that are metallic and not transparent to light) and even cotton wool might be difficult to find in the remote
schools of the PA. Just imagine a deep-freezer, as suggested in (ii)!.
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Remembering the above cited words of Ochong O’kelo about science being “culture free”, while
“interpretation, teaching, and application are not always free of culture”, we can see that the Kenyan
science-textbook images and contents are imbued of the dominant agricultural perspective, that considers
nomadism an anomaly in behaviour and economics.45

Figures 10 and 11: Textbook drawings with non-local animals and herding methods

The illustrations of most science textbooks show domestic animals that are improbable in the herder’s
environment. In fig. 10, the cow is not a zebu, the ubiquitous humped livestock in Africa (although of Indian
origin). The represented cow would be easy prey to all the insects and arthropods that are supposed
“attacking” livestock, because it would not have developed defences to local animal-disease vectors and
parasites. The distinction between these two agents is neglected in the left column, where vectors are all
labelled “parasites”. Activity 2 (bottom) plans “observing some livestock internal parasites”; how is that
possible when microbiota can be explored only through sophisticated instruments like blood-tests and
microscopes? On the other hand, poultry (top right) cannot be easily transferred during the nomadic search
for grazing areas; chickens are for settled populations, and are not part of the ‘livestock complex’ of the
Gabra and other pastoralists in the PA.
Apart from an idealised Maasai herdsman (morani), the illustration in fig. 11 draws from the collective
imagination of non-pastoralists to introduce shepherd dogs (top left) and “Cowboy herding”. When they
shot the movie The Constant Gardner on the shores of Lake Turkana (less than a hundred km from North
Horr), the production had to carry horses on the location, and the animals elicited great wonder among the
people, who had never seen one in the flesh before. With the logo drawings we met the power of images,
but these scientific illustrations are images of power, and should be taken seriously (in negative) while
developing training materials for the One Health project.
The scientific thinking may appear scarce in the pastoralists’ cultural set, but this is not necessarily true, as
we tested in many occasions. For instance, at Eel Beso, November , in order to verify classification ability
and measurement balance, the author asked a group if they would prefer a very strong rain lasting two
days, or a gentle rain for a week, with the same amount of water falling to the ground. Answers: “If we are
thirsty, very thirsty, we swallow our water in one go, but as far as the rain is concerned, it is much better to
45
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have gentle rains for some days, instead of one or two ruinous showers”. “Even better is the rain that
comes in the morning because the humid earth keeps the surface water, favouring grass germination”. The
local scientific knowledge of nomadic pastoralists appears to be sound to the purpose.
In conclusion: the type of teaching offered by science textbooks in a classroom to a population of former
young herders does not put them in the appropriate conditions to develop and implement basic abilities
and competences, such as the ones we described above: making hypothesis, observations, comparisons,
descriptions, measurements, registration, data interpretations, inferred conclusion.
All this criticism has by no means the intention to diminish the teachers’ work in North Horr and other rural
areas where a dominant culture imposes its models. As far as our experience in the North Horr Primary
school let us guess (much more time should be dedicated by the OH project to education issues), the
teacher’s role seems to be that of a facilitator about textbook comprehension and a controller of students’
levels of learning by means of a constant flow of checking tests. The five points of this primary’s strategic
plan (photo 8) highlight the needs for better (“adequate”) textbooks and capacity building in teachers.

Photo 8: North Horr Primary School strategic plan

The number of students – from 30 to 40 per class – is also a hindrance to appropriate teaching and
learning-by-doing. Furthermore, pastoralist youth are often disadvantaged by their cultural background.
“We are using English in all our disciplinary activities”, pointed out the teachers of North Horr. “The
language barrier is of the utmost concern, above all when you have to deal with science concepts, that are
related with the local knowledge with difficulty”. The teacher Guyo Hama voiced also the opinion that they
don’t have enough instruments to conduct scientific experiments and this impedes effective teaching of
science. He said: “We require to undertake training in order to help ourselves refresh and also understand
the new methodologies of teaching science”.
3.5 – HEALTH FACILITIES, POSTERS AND WONDER-WOMEN
On October 11 we travel to the Malabot Human Health Dispensary. We are kept out some minutes because
a patient is being visited. Here they can count on a nurse (leader) and a nutritionist, but at the moment
only a Community Health Volunteer (CHV) is present. Her name is Kurfa (‘Short’), a name that may indicate a
Gabra origin. The author checks the informing materials and posters in the dispensary. They are quite
visible, but not necessarily to the point: a big poster contains photographic information (like a movie
screen) about the uterus cancer; this disease may be common, but certainly not understood ‘under the
skin’ by women. And men wouldn’t have anything to do with ‘feminine things’ like these, something that
they abhor. Deliverance is visualized by another poster titled Management of labour. More:
Troubleshooting for pregnancy with IUCD and a set of flip charts about Nutrition after deliverance, dealing
with breast feeding, mixed and artificial feeding, pumping breast milk and storing it in a fridge. A fridge is
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nowhere to be seen for miles all around. All images are anyway inadequate, showing people quite far from
the local model of gestures, postures and dress-code. It is not clear if these info materials are for the health
personnel or they should be visually ‘read’ by unlearnt and analphabetic pastoralists of both genders. The
author checks the provenance of these health education graphic materials: they come from UNICEF, EU,
UK-Aid, US-Aid.
The same situation was registered in Gas/Gallas dispensary (October 10) with nurse John Mwenda (not a
Gabra) who mainly treats “diarrhoea, respiratory tract diseases and skin infections”. Apart from the
dermatologic aspect, none of the pastoralists’ most common diseases is easily representable; but this does
not allow us to think that is not worthwhile to find an appropriate media (see 3.5.1).
At the Dukana Health Centre (October 16), we are shown by the nurse, Isac Bett from Nakuru County, some
charts similar to the Malabot ones (Figg. 12 and 13). The difference is that they are portable flip cards and
not posters. A lot of them are about nutrition, a well-followed issue in all health facilities. About nutrition,
nurse Bett told us: “I press the Gabra to have a variate diet: Dukana is on the road from Ethiopia and can
get a variety of foodstuff, more than in North Horr, but people stick to their diet. This is mainly milk, which
is nourishing, but not always available. They don’t know how to prepare something easy like uji, while
beans and maize-meal are too expensive. Children may be fed only with tea and milk (chai). And they have
a taboo on fish, even if Lake Turkana is not far and they could get a supply of dry fish from Moite or Ileret”.
What is the point to show ladies comfortably eating “3 meals, 2 snacks and 2 small extra meals”, in order to
be ready for breastfeeding their children (fig. 13)?

Figures 12 and 13: two cards for nutritional health sensitisation at Dukana Health Centre

Figures 14 and 15: An improbable playground (left) and an impossible kitchen garden (right)

In Eel Hadi (October 18), we could get no information at the closed health facility, but the same day we
went to Balesa during a rain storm and managed to talk with the energetic Pauline, nurse at the local
dispensary. On the door of the facility a hand-written poster with the offered Health Services is affixed. In
the office, neat and in order, we go through the usual flip charts that show the typical bias of ‘civilized
people’ in their drawings, like a fantastic (in all senses) “healthy” playground signed by UNICEF.
Pauline is from the Meru area, and an agriculturalist at heart. She says: “Some women are starting to
introduce in their diet new foodstuff like beans, watermelons, pumpkins and the like. They grow them
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here, as a starting activity. Soil in Balesa is quite fit for agriculture”. Looking outside the door, the sentence
sounds like good wishing; the same for another, very green, wonder-poster titled How to create a kitchen
garden (fig. 15). Around North Horr, vegetables do need an act of creation to come alive, and need the
work of women capable of wonders to survive droughts and hungry goats.
The sharp profile of Safia Abduba looks like cutting in two the desolate landscape of steppe on yellow sand
all around the Eel Gade Health Dispensary (October 19), that we reach after visiting the Kalacha referral
hospital. She flips the usual charts and says: “I use these in the outreach activities. But in a far locality a
woman was stung by a scorpion: she did not come to the dispensary because of distance, and eventually
she died”. No scorpions or distances are visible in the health cards.
On October 30 and 31, the author initiated an activity with Kame Wato Kofo, OH Community Health
Supervisor (CHS), on the representation of diseases and cures in the Kenya Health System and in NGO
imagine-production and use, with the goal of re-elaborating such images from Internet for training and
dissemination purposes. Notwithstanding Kame continued her search for some days, she did not manage to
find any image or poster of interest.
The same day George, from VSF-G, provided the author with some charts printed on cloth to be used
during training activities; they were made by Solidarités International, a French NGO, but remained hidden
in the project offices for some reason. The author analysed them looking for a better representation meant
to increase a correct perception by nomadic pastoralists.
The charts do not appear to be made for a nomadic pastoral ‘health environment’; they look difficult to use
as training material, if members of the pastoral communities are the trainees. For instance, in figure 16 an
idealised image of water-and-livestock control is compared to the dirty disorder of the nomadic camp (fig.
17), where everybody, human or animal, is represented while defecating or polluting. Of course this is not
realistic nor true, while the static situation of figure 16 is deadly in a scarce-resource environment like the
one of the PA; furthermore, pastoralists are very prude about being seen while deposing or disposing of
excreta. Therefore, the high graphic quality of the drawings (that we really appreciate) might fight against
the abstraction requested by the pastoral life.

Figures 16 and 17: Must (left) and Must not (right) charts on cloth, for training/outreach use

3.5.1 – COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
At the Dispensary of Gas/Gallas (October 23), defining himself “Human Health Worker”, John Mwenda
says: “During our outreach activities, we make use of oral information only”. We have already discussed in
depth how the visual imagery can be fallacious when applied in transmitting culture-laden information. The
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scientific knowledge required by the One Health project around North Horr is rather sophisticated, and most
involved scientists (medical doctors, veterinaries, ecologists and anthropologists) are rather biased when
they have to cope with an altogether different set of values: we must insert the pastoralists in a technical
reductionism that goes against their holistic attitude towards health and disease in the three domains of
One Health. It is difficult for specialists, teachers and trainers to get free from the ‘hard-science cage’ that
frames the input/output they expect from pastoralists, being them hard data about weather or sound
knowledge about microbiota in disease outbreaks (animal and/or human), epidemiology connected to
water and animals or health not-seeking behaviour.46 As a consequence – considering also the involved
politics and policies – most of the proposed teaching and training materials, when limited to visual learning,
fail to convey the appropriate scientific and behavioural knowledge and instructions needed by One Health.
The author, as well as the Anthropology-Ecology team, did not manage to develop solutions. They require
more research and involvement by the local communities in the PA, with the common goal to understand
each other and, consequently, act together. The sentence by John Mwenda, though, opens a pathway to
first communication. If, as affirmed by anthropologists, pastoralists are led in their behaviour more by
poetry than pragmatism, we should resort to words more than to flow-charts and improbable imagery.
The Kalacha Hospital administrator, Mr. Rotich (not a Gabra) says (October 19):
Illiteracy and language barriers aggravate our problems while dealing with patients and during outreaches. At the
hospital we have some Gabra staff, and they are called in in case of need because of cultural barriers. I am
confident that these problems may be solved with a proper interface-chain from the pharmacist up to the
specialist. For outreach activities and the contact with the pastoralists we count on 60 volunteers (CHV), who only
get some lunch when engaged, no other incentive. They are selected by simple criteria: 1) willingness; 2)
communication skills [local language, English, literacy]. They manage with those.

The communication topic is of the utmost importance, as we can infer from this person who is daily on the
ground of health and disease, at the core of the OH project area. Therefore, we suggest to prepare short
informative packages in the form of oral stories, each dealing with specific aspects of the scientific
knowledge we intend to convey about the health of people, livestock and environment. The AnthropologyEcology field team developed similar media to introduce the One Health paradigm.47 These oral packages of
information must be written with the help of the referral communities and narrated with appropriate
expressions, following local lore and semantics. An audio tape-recorder might be of help; by that, mobile
phone audio SMS in local languages could be broadcasted and shared in a pastoralists’ rudimental social
network, amplified by the OH project platform implemented by TriM about weather and environment. This
operation is much less costly and more efficient than written materials and colourful illustrations, who
might be utterly neglected out of illiteracy or misunderstanding in visual perception, respectively.
As an adjunctive advantage, this solution meets the pastoralists’ need of a ‘light’ culture, downsized to their
mobile life. As the author wrote in the introduction to this report, “the material culture of a nomad loading
his/her camel is controlled by three limiting factors: weight, volume, versatility”. In the North Horr Health
Centre (November 06), an unidentified woman (possibly a CHV) says: “The pictures in this flip cards are smart
and quite appropriate. But they are heavy to carry”.

Photo: CCM-VSF-G office with North Horr Primary in the background
(courtesy by Demarchi)
46
47

See Salza A (ed.), (2019), op. cit., Ch. 1.
Ibidem, Appendix A, Oral Stories.
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